Property: Name unknown
County: Mineral
Location: 400' east of NW cor. sec. 18, T.11 N., R.30 E.

Property Description:

Ownership:

Terms of Acquisition:

Production:

Previous Work: Three shallow shafts with some open cut near collar

Existing Facilities:

References:

Geology: Discontinuous tectile and jasperoid masses in limestone 200-500 ft south of contact with granite. (1) Shaft farthest north has jasperoid and secondary Cu minerals on dump with gossan material that appears derived from pyrite. Gossan cannot be traced away from shaft. (2) Central workings are short adit with open cut and winze inclined about 50° N. Gossan material contains more Cu stain but is in discontinuous lens no. to 400 ft long. (3) Conditions at southern shaft are similar to other two but there is little gossan at collar and none extends away from the shaft. No tectite observed in the shafts. Similar prospects occur about 1/4 mile to the south.

Name: W. L. Andfield
Date: March 17, 1966
Time on Property: 1 hour